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This paper presents a dynamic assignment language (called DAL) with '1 and I. as­
signments and generalized quantifiers, in the style of dynamic predicate logic [8] . 
The constructs for '1 and I. assignments allow us a straightforward analysis of in­
definite and definite descriptions in natural language. The addition of quantifiers 
permit us to treat a wide variety of 'donkey' sentences. 
Given a translation 11" of a natural language sentence S that maps pronouns 
to dynamically bound variables (see [2] , [8] ) ,  we use ideas from Hoare's logic to 
calculate the static meaning of S as the weakest precondition for which program 11" 
can succeed. Here are some simple examples we claim we can treat correctly. 
(1)  If a girl has a boyfriend, she teases him. 
(2) Every girl who has a boyfriend teases him. 
(3) Most girls who have a boyfried tease him. 
Our account gives (2) and (3) two possible readings, (these coincide with so-called 
weak and strong readings known from the literature for such examples).  The strong 
reading of (2) is equivalent to the reading we get for (1) .  Our treatment of (3) 
does not suffer from the so-called proportion problem (see [10]) .  We can handle 
non-conservative quantifiers, provided they do not have internal dynamic effects. 
We cannot at present handle (4), because of the presence of the donkey anaphor in 
a non-conservative quantifier context. 
(4) Only girls who do tease a boyfriend lose him. 
Our proposal for the treatment of quantifiers can be viewed as a compositional re­
formulation (and quite possibly a correction) of previous proposals for the definition 
of dynamic generalized quantifiers (see e.g. [13]) .  
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After the introduction of the language and a discussion of its semantics, we 
present a proof system for it in terms of Hoare's logic. In the full paper ( [6] ) it 
is proved that this deduction system is sound and complete with respect to the 
dynamic semantics. 
2 Dynamic Assignment Language: Syntax 
We first define the set of programs of DAL and the set av of cusignment tJariables 
of a DAL program. For simplicity's sake we take the terms of DAL to be a set of 
individual variables V (one might want to add constants and deictic parameters to 
this, but we will not do so here). 
Given a set of terms and a set of relation Iymbols, the set of DAL programs is 
the smallest set such that the following hold. 
1. .1 is a program. 
2. H tl o t2 are terms, then tl = t2 is a program. 
3. H R is an n-place relation symbol and tl ,  . . .  , t,.  are terms, then R(tl · ·  . t,.) is 
a program. 
4. H 11'1 and 11'2 are programs then (11'1 ; 11'2) is a program. 
5. H 11'1 and 11'2 are programs then (11'1 => 11'2 ) is a program. 
6. H 11' is a program, then ""11' is a program. 
7. H 11' is a program and z is a variable, then '1Z : 11' is a program. 
8. H 11' is a program and z is a variable, then &Z : 11' is a program. 
9. H 1I'1 and 11'2 are programs and Q is a quantifier symbol, then Q-Z(1I'1 , 11'2) and 
Q·Z(1I'1 , 1I'2) are programs. 
The operator ; is used for program composition. => denotes dynamic implication 
between programs. '1Z is used for indefinite assignment, while &Z denotes definite 
assignment. The quantifier symbols Q are SUppOlled to denote binary generalised 
quantifiers. Q- and Q. distinguish between the weak and Itrong readings of these. 
The discussion of the semantic c:lauaes below will make the difFerence clear. 
We will follow the usual predicate logical convention of omittiDg outermost 
parentheses for readability. Also, it will become evident from the semantic clause 
for sequential compolition that the ; operator is associative. Therefore, we will often 
take the liberty to write 11'1 ; 11'2 ; 11'3 instead of (11'1 ; 11'2 ) ;  11'3 or 11'1 ; (11'2 ;  11'3) .  Also, we 
use T as an abbreviation for ...,.1.  
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Here are the DAL translations of (1) ,  (2) (strong reading) , and (3) (weak read­
ing).  
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
('1Z : girl Z; '11/ : boyfriend 1/; has (z , 1/» � tease (z , y) . 
Qvz(girl Z; '1y : boyfriend y; has (z, 1/) , tease (z , 1/». 
Q�z(girl z; '1y : boyfriend y; has (z, 1/) , tease (z , y». 
In these translations, '111 : 'lI" is a command to assign to variable 11 an object d 
for which DAL program 'lI" succeeds; � denotes dynamic implication, Q" is the 
generalized universal quantifier (in its strong reading) ,  and Q� is the generalized 
quantifier most (in its weak reading) .  
3 Informal Semantics 
This section is devoted to an informal account of the semantics of atomic test pred­
icates, implication, negation and union of DAL programs, and '1 and , assignment. 
Section 4 will give the formal semantics. The semantics of quantifiers will be pre­
sented in section 5. 
The semantic objects of our prime interest are states, functions from the set of 
DAL variables to individuals in a model. Semantically, DAL programs act as state 
transformers: a DAL program takes an input state and either indicates success by 
producing an output state or it indicates failure by not producing anything at all. 
Equivalently, we can view the meaning of a program as a function mapping any input 
state to the set of all possible outputs the program can produce for that input. A 
program which is a test will on input A either produce output set {A} (in case the 
test succeeds) or output set 0 (in case the test fails) .  Programs which may produce 
non-singleton sets are non-deterministic; for some inputs there is more than one 
possible output state. Examples of non-deterministic programs are '1 assignment 
programs; the program '1z : 'lI" has, on input A, the set of all states which may differ 
from A in the fact that they have another z value, namely some value that satisfies 
'lI". 
The program .1 expresses a test which always fails; it is meant to express the 
same as if true then fu.il else skip fl. In other words: for every input state A, .1 
will produce output state 0. As was mentioned above, we use T as an abbreviation 
for ...,.1. The program T is a test which always succeeds; in other words, it is meant 
to express the same as the ALGOL style statement if t",e then strip else fu.il fl. 
In other words, for every input state A, T will produce output set {A}. Atomic 
predicates like t1 = t2 or R(t1 . . . t.. ) are meant to express tests which may fail; in 
ALGOL style notation: if R(t1 . . .  t..) then skip else fail fl. Again in terms of 
input output behaviour: If R(t1 • •  .t.. ) evaluates to true in state A, the predicate 
will have output set {A} , otherwise the output set will be 0. 
Programs of the form (11'1 � 'lI"2) are intended to treat the interplay of nat­
ural language implication and descriptions, as in the translation of example (1)  
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which was given above as (5). To get the semantics right, one has to assume that 
(5) is true if and only if every output state for the antecedent 'lie : girl Ie ;  '111 : 
boyfriend 11; has ( Ie, 11) will be an appropriate input state for the consequent tease( Ie, 11) 
(see [2] or [8] ) .  
Negation should allow one to treat examples like the following, where the nega­
tion has scope over an indefinite (for convenience we use indices to force the trans­
lation to corresponding variables). 
(8) The managul does not use a PC2• 
This example can be translated into DAL as follows: 
(9) £111 : (manage1' tit); -'('1112 :  pc 112 ;  use(1I1 , 1I2» . 
To get the semantics right, a negated program should act as a test : ..,,," should accept 
(without change) all variable states which cannot serve as input for ,,", and reject all 
others. In fact, it will turn out that -,"" is definable in terms of => and .1, as 'lI' => .L. 
Definite descriptions can act as anaphors and antecedents at the same time. 
Discourse (10) provides an example. 
(10) A customu1 entered. The woma� sat down. � smiled. 
The indices indicate that the woman has a customer as its antecedent, while at the 
same time acting itself as antecedent for she in the next sentence (and constraining 
the gender of the pronoun). A DAL translation of (10) is given in (11) .  
(11) '1111 : customer tit; enter 111 ; £112 : (112 = tit; woman 112); 
sit-down 112; smile 112 . 
The £ assignment in (11) is dependent on the '1 assignment to variable 111 .  With 
reference to a particular assignment for tit , the description is unique. Note that 
the ;' assignment to 112 does indirectly act as a test on the previous '1 assignment to 
111 : this test will weed out '1 assignments that are inappropriate in the light of the 
subsequent discourse. 
Definite descriptions can also be dependent on each other. Consider the string 
of characters in (12). 
(12) a .A- b C. 
Suppose just for an instant that (12) is a state of affairs one is talking about. The 
state of affairs involves characters and hat symbols (hats for short) .  With reference 
to (12), it does make sense to talk about the charucter with the hat, although (12) 
neither has a unique character nor a unique hat. We can, for instance, truthfully 
assert (13) about (12). 
(13) The charucter with the hat is a ctJpital. 
T , .  t � .. . .. L.. -
The tr8.DBlation into DAL is straightforward: 
(14) I-VI : (cha7UCter VI ; I-V, : (hat 112 ; 1Dith(VI , V2))) ; capital VI · 
Intuitively, the first I- assignment 'tries out ' individual characters 0 until it finds the 
unique 0 with the property that a unique hat H for 0 can be found. 
4 Semantics: Formal Definitions 
The semantics of DAL programs is given in terms of input-output behaviour. Given 
a model M to interpret the basic vocabulary of a program 11", the interpretation of 
program 11", notation (11"] , is a function from variable states A for the language­
mappings of (subsets of) the set of variables of the language to the domain of the 
model-to sets of variable states (the possible output states for variable state A) .  IT 
for a given input state A, [71](A) '" 0, then 11" succeeds on A, otherwise 11" fails on A. 
Assume a model M = (U, J) , with U a universe of individuals and J an inter­
pretation function for the first order relation symbols of the language. We consider 
the set S of all functions A : V - U. This is the set of .tate. for M. 
A state A for M = (U, J) determines a valuation V A for the terms of the language 
as follows: if t E V then VA(t) = A(t) (as we take all our terms to be variables, this 
is all there is to the definition of VA).  IT A is a state for M, z a variable and d an 
element of the universe or M, then A[z := dj is the state for M which is just like 
A except for the possible difference that z is mapped to d. 
We define a function [1I"]M : S - pS by recursion. A, B, 0 are used as metavari­
abIes over states. The function [1I"]M depends on the model M, but for convenience 
we will often write [11"] rather than [1I"]M. The function should be read as: on input 
state A, 11" may produce any of the outputs in output state set [1I"] (A) .  
1. [.L](A) = 0. 
2. (R(tI . . .  tn)] (A) = { �A} if (VA(t1 ) , . . .  , VA(tn» E J(R) 
f/ otherwise. 
3. [ti = t2](A) = { �A} �:�� VA(t2) 
4. [(11"1 ;  1I"2)] (A) = U{[1I"2J(B) I B E [1I"1](A)} . 
5. [(11"1 ;;:)0 1I"2 )](A) = { �A} if fihor � B E  [1I"t](A) it holds that (1I"2](B) '" 0 f/ ot erwtse. 
6. [""111"](A) = { {A} if (1I"](�) = 0 o otherwIse. 
7. l'1z : r](A) = U{[r](A[z := dj) I d e U} . 
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{ (r] (A[z := dJ) for the unique d E U 
8_ (£z : r](A) = for which (r](A[z : = dJ ) "1= " if such a d exists 
" . otherwise_ 
9. The rules for the quantifiers will be given in the next section. 
'Iiuth is defined in terms of input-output behaviour: r is true relative to model M 
if there are states A, B for M such that B E (r]M(A). Two programs r1 0 r2 are 
equivalent if for every model M and every state A for M, (rl]M(A) = (r2]M(A). 
Dynamic consequence is defined as follows: rl 1= r2 if for every model M and for 
all states A, B for M: if B E (rl]M(A) then there is a state C with C E (r2]M(B) .  
The statement '1Z : r performs a non-deterministic action, for it  sanctions any 
assignment to z of an individual satisfying r. The statement acts as a test at the 
same time: in case there are no individuals satisfying r the set of output states for 
any given input state will be empty. In fact, the meaning of 'lZ : r can be thought of 
as a random assignment followed by a test , for 'lz : r is equivalent to 'lz : T; r, or 
in more standard notation, z := 1; r. It follows immediately from this explanation 
plus the dynamic meaning of sequential composition that '1Z : (rl) ;  r2 is equivalent 
with fill: : (rl ; r2) .  
The interpretation conditions for £ assignment make clear how the uniqueness 
condition is handled dynamically. The statement £z : r consists of a test followed 
by a deterministic action in case the test succeeds: first it is checked whether there 
is a unique r; if so, this individual is assigned to Z; otherwise the program fails (in 
other words, the set of output states is empty).  Thus we see that the two programs 
£Z : (r1 ) ;  r2 and £z : (rl ; r2) are not equivalent. The program £z : (r1 ; r2) succeeds 
if there is a unique object d satisfying rl ; r2 ,  while the requirement for £z : (rl ) ;  r2 
is stronger: there has to be a unique individual d satisfying rl , and d must also 
satisfy r2 . 
5 The Semantics . of Quantification 
Quantifiers are treated as binary operators on programs that form test programs. 
The semantic clauses given below ensure that the quantifier variable receives its 
values in a dynamic way. The quantifier symbol itself has its usual meaning of a 
relation between sets. 
Let Ql , Q2, . . . be a list of binary quantifier symbols. Assume that the interpreta­
tion functions of the models M = (V,X) are extended with suitable interpretations 
for these. That is to say, for every Qi, l(Qi) is a binary quantifier relation on p(D), 
i .e. a relation satisfying the constraints of ezIemion, uomorpl&1I and CORBervatitJit,l 
(see for example [16] ) .  
A quantifier relation l(Q) is  COfI8enHJht1e (or: li ves  on its first argument) if 
I(Q)(A, B) iff l(Q)(A, A n B). A quantifier relation satisfies ezten.rion if adding or 
deleting individuals from the part of the universe which is outside the extension of 
a . .. r . .L.. _ .L 
the arguments does not affect the relation, i.e., if the relation satisfies I( Q)s(A, B) 
iff I( Q)s.(A, B), for all E, E' with E, E' ;2 A U B. 
The semantic clauses for quantifier programs, in their weak and strong readings, 
respectively, now run u follows: 
. 
if 
({d e U I [1I"1](Alz := tlJ) � ,,}, 
{d e U I [1I"1 i  1I"2](A[z := tlJ) � "}) 
Weak readiDga of quant{"'W 
[Q".( .. . .. )](A) = 
I 
e I(Q) 
otherwise. 
Stroug readiDga of quantifters 
[Q·Z(1I"1 , 1I"2)](A) = {d e U 1 [11"1 => 1I"2](A[z := d]) � "}) 
{ {A} �d e U I [1I"1](Alz := d])  � ,,}, 
e I(Q) 
" otherwise. 
The first of these semantic clauaes ensures that example program. (7) will succeed 
in all models where the majority of girls with boyfriends are girls who teue at leut 
one of their boyfriends. The second semantic clause takes care of the strong reading 
of this example. In this reading, the program will succeed in all models where the 
majority of girls with boyfriends are girls who teue all their boyfriends. 
Note that quantifier programs behave as testl: in case the test succeeds the 
set of output states hu the input state u its only member. Externally, quantifier 
programs, u defined here, do not change assignments. This means that external 
dynamic effects of quantification are not yet taken into account in this proposal. In 
fact , they are beyond the lcope of this paper. 
To see how the semantics of quantification works in the simplest possible case, 
let us walk through example program (15). 
(15) Q"'z(Sz , Tz) .  
According to the semantic clause, on input state A this program gives {A} iff the 
setl (16) and (17) are in the relation I(Q).  
(16) {d e U I [Sz](A[z := d]) � "}. 
(17) {d e U I [SZi Tz](A[z := d]) � "} . 
According to the semantic clause for atomic tests and the definition of the valuation 
function for terms, the let (16) can be rewritten u (18). 
(18) {d e U I d e I(S)}. 
.. 
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In the same way, and using the semantic clauae for ; , the set ( 17) can be rewritten 
as (19). 
(19) {d E U I Z E I(S) and Z E I(T)} .  
Because the Q is &lsumed t o  denote a ccmaervative quantifier with first argument 
as given by (18),  (19) can be replaced by (20) . 
(20) {d E U I Z E I(T)}. 
Thus we find that (15) is true iff the seta given in (18) and (20) are in the relation 
denoted by the quantifier. This is the expected result. 
Nothing out of the ordinary yet. In fact ,  it is easy to show that &I long as the 
antecedent program 11'1 does not have an external dynamic effect, there is nothing 
to choose between the weak and the strong readings of a quantifier. 
Proposition 1 If Q is II quantifier .1JtiIfyir&g e:demicm and CDfIBervativity and 11'1 
is II te.t, thm the pf'O!Jf'/JfIUI Q"'Z(1I'h 1l'2) and Q·Z(1I'1 , 11'2) are equivalmt. 
Proof: Omitted. • 
It is not difficult to show (in fact, it follows immediately £rom the proof of propo­
sition I,  which is given in the full paper) that the strong readings of quantifiers do 
not depend on their c:onservativity at all. Thus, we will get the right results for 
non-conservative quantifiers provided they satisfy e:demicm and provided their first 
argument is a test. It turns out that we can handle eDUlples like Only meR are 
cha"viRw., because in this case the first argument is a test and only does satisfy 
extension. The recipe is simply to rely on the strong reading of the quantifier only. 
The internal dynamic effect of a quantifier comes into play when ita first argu­
ment is not a test. Typically, this is the case if the first argument contains a definite 
or indefinite which is not screened off by a test . The traditional 'donkey' examples 
such as (2), repeated here as (21), are cases in point (see [7]) .  
(21) Every girl1 who Iuu a boyfrien.d2 tease. him,. 
The DAL trau.slation for the strong reading of example (21) is repeated here as (22). 
(22) Q�tIt (GtIt ;  '111J : B11J; Hvt11J, Tvtv2) .  
Here Q� denotes the generalized UDiversal quantifier, i.e. the relation of inclusion, 
in ita strong reading. Establishing the meaning of eDUlples like (21) by direct 
reasoning about the operational semantics is awkward, 10 we will guide the reader 
through the thicket once more. 
According to the semantic clause for quantifier programs, on input state A this 
program gives {A} iff the seta (23) and (24) are in the inclusion relation. 
(23) {d E U I IGtIt ;  '111J : B11J; HtltVJ](A[vt := d]) � '} .  
(24) {d E U I I(GtIt;  '111J : B11J ; Htlt11J) => Ttlt11J](A[tIt := d]) � '} . 
r ?'" ,.� r- '!'- .. 1. --'. ... ... .. ... ... .... ... a. a.. ... _..&- - � . , . &. , , - -
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First we reduce (23). Applying the semantic clauses for ; and 'I assignment and for 
atomic tests makes clear that (23) describes the same set as (25). 
(25) {d E U I there is a tI E U such that d e I(G) , tI  E I(B) , 
(d, t1) E I(En· 
Similarly, application of the semantic clauses for ;, for 'I assignment, for � and for 
atomic tests makes clear that (24) describes the same set as (26) . 
(26) {d E U I for all tI E U such that d e I(G), tI E I(B) , (d, t1) E I(E),  
i t  holds that (d, tI) E I(Tn.  
Paraphrasing this, we see that the semantic clause for quantified programs entails 
that translation (22) of (21) is true iff'the set of girls who have a boyfriend is included 
in the set of girls who tease all their boyfriends. Thus we see that the strong reading 
for (2) is equivalent to the reading we got for (1) . 
We invite the reader to look more closely at these examples to check our claim 
that the weak readings do depend on c:onservativity plus extension while the strong 
readings depend only on extension. 
Our story about the dynamics of quantification does not work for the quantifier 
relation interpreting only, in those cases where there is an internal dynamic effect. 
Only P Q is true iff'the set ofnon-Ps is included in the set ofnon-Qs, or equivalently, 
iff' the set of Qs is included in the set of Ps. Because only is not conservative, (27) 
does not mean the same as (28).  
(27) Only girisl tDIw tease II boyfrimd2 loBe hi"'2 . 
(28) Only girlB1 tDIw te/IBe II boyfrimd2 te/lBe II boyfriend tmd loBe hi"'2 . 
Neither does it mean the same as (29), although this paraphrase comes a bit closer. 
(29) Only girisl tDIw tease II boyfrimd2 loBe all the boyfrierulB thGt them te/lBe. 
Rather, (27) means lOUlething like (30) . 
(30) Only girisl tDIw tease II boyfrimd2 loBe their bo1Ifrien4. 
This suggests that in this case the pronoun is a pronoun oflaziness rather than a gen­
uine doDkey pronoun. But pronouns in the context of non-conservative quantifiers 
pose diflicult problems, as is also borne out by the following example. 
(31) Only girlBl tDIw hllf1e II boyfrimd2 bring hi"'2 to the pIIf'ty. 
On its most salient reading, (31) is true as a matter of course, because it can be 
paraphrased as (32). 
(32) No girlB1 tDIw don't Mf1e II boyfrimd2 tDill bring hi"'2 to the pliny. 
.. 
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Interestingly, the paraphrase (32) poses a diflicu1ty for our framework too. The 
problem is that the variable for " boyfrimd2 is screened offby the negation operator, 
so that it is not available anymore at the level where him2 looks for an antecedent. 
To deal with (32) one would again need externally dynamic negation. We leave the 
problem of non-conservative quantifiers that are internally dynamic with the remark 
that it merits further investigation. 
Example (3) ,  repeated here as (33), gives rise to the IIO-called 1'f'OIIOrlion problem 
in traditional discourse representation theory (see [12] for the basics of discourse 
representation theory, [13] for an up-to-date formulation, and [10] for details on the 
proportion problem). 
(33) Most girlst fI1ho hmIe " boyfrimd2 tetue him, . 
The proportion problem may arise in connection with (33) in case there are girls 
who are naughty enough to have a large number of boyfriends and to tease them 
all. Accounts which. give rise to the proportion problem would handle (33) &8 a case 
of quantification over girl-boyfriend pairs. To see how the present proposal fares, 
CODBider the translation of (33) in DAL, under its weak reading, repeated here &8 
(34) .  
(34) Qir"1 «girl "1 ; '11'2 : boyfrimd 't12 ; hmIe ("1 , 't12», teue ("1, 't12». 
This is true in state A if there are states B, C such. that the sets given in (35) and 
(36) are in the QM-re1ation. 
(36) {d e U I B e (girl "1; '1"2 : boyfr "2; Mve ("1, 1I2)](A["1 := d])} 
(36) {d e U I B e (girl "1;  'I't12 :  boyfr "2; Mve ("1, 112); 
teue ("1 , 't12)](A["1 := d])} 
The set given by (35) is the set of all girls who have a boyfriend, while the set given 
by (36) is the set of all girls who have a boyfriend and tease him. The quantification 
is over girls, &8 it should be, and not over girl-boyfriend pairs, as in the accounts 
which give rise to the proportion problem. In other words, this spells out a reading 
that does not suffer from the proportion problem. This is not the only possible 
reading; the strong reading can be had by replacing Qir in the tr&DBlation by Qj, 
and applying the semantic clause for strong readings of quantifiers. 
To show that the treatment of quantification proposed here is different from the 
treatment proposed in [8] , it is enough to show that the approach advocated there 
suffers from the proportion problem. One of the examples discussed in [8] (p.81) is, 
essentially, (37), in the reading which can be paraphrased &8 (38). 
(37) If " girlt I&tu " boyfriend2 .he unallll tetUe. him,. 
(38) In mo.t ctJ6e. in 'fI1Iaich " girlt hu " boyfrimd2 &he tetUu him,. 
To treat this example, Groenenclijk and Stokhof reconstruct Lewis' adverb of quan_ 
tification approach in dynamic predicate logic, by reading the quantifier as a relation 
... . IL 
between sets of states. Dynamic implication, =>, would then correspond to -\I, to 
be interpreted as: for all output states A of the antecedent, applying the conse­
quent to A will produce an output . Similarly, the examples with uually or in mon 
CGIIe. are analyzed with -+11 ,  to be interpreted as: for mon output states A of the 
antecedent, applying the consequent to A will produce an output. To see that this 
account does give rise to the proportion problem, observe that output states of the 
antecedent a girl l&as  a boyfriend where Mary has John as a boyfriend and where 
the same Mary has :&ed as a boyfriend will have to count as different states. The 
example sentences may have a reading where these should indeed count as differ­
ent, but the point is that quantification over states makes it impouib1e to express 
readings where they should count as the same, as in the reading of (37) which is 
equivalent to the most salient reading of (33). FOr such cases, quantification over 
states does simply lead to incorrect results. 
Our approach differs from the approach in [8] precisely in that quantification 
is always over individuals and never over states. Our reconstruction of (38) would 
be as follows. Because the quantification is over cases or occasions, we have to 
add an occasion parameter to the predicates used for translating verb phrases, 80 
MfJe(Z,y,o) and tea.e(z,y,o) for z has y at 0CCGBi0n 0 and z tea.e. y at OCCtJBicm 0, 
respectively. The DAL translation of (38) now becomes: 
(39) Q�ot('I11t(giri v,. ;  f1112 : boyfriend 112; MfJe (v,. , f12, ot», teue (v,. , f12. ot». 
To make this true, on our account, the set of occasions at which a girl has a boyfriend 
and the set of occasions at which a girl has a boyfriend which she teases must be in 
the Q .M-relation. 
Of course, on our account there is still a fair amount of latitude as to how (37) , 
(38) and (40) are interpreted. 
(40) If a girl l&as  .everal boyfriends, she uually tea.e. them. 
But the latitude resides where it belongs, for a margin of uncertainty remains as 
lcmg as it is unclear what counts as an OCCtIBion, and it disappears as soon as this is 
resolved. As 800II. as we have a model where occasions are fully individuated, our 
quantificational. analysis gives the right meanings. The disCUl8ion summariaedin [10] 
of the meanings of 'donkey' examples with uually should therefore in our view be 
re-interpreted as a discussion of factors that might be involved in the individuation 
of occasions. 
6 A Calculus for Dynamic Interpretation 
Discussions about the correctness or incorrectness of proposals for dynamic interpre­
tation oflanguage have been hampered in the past by the difHculty of seeing through 
the ramifications of the dynamic semantic clauses in non-trivial cases. (Incidentally, 
- r r r 
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this is why we cannot be sure if our proposal is a correction of the proposal for dy­
namic treatment of generalized quantifiers in [13] . ) To remedy this, we supplement 
the dynamic semantics of our representation language with a calculus in the style 
of Hoare (see [1] for an overview of this approach).  The axioms and proof rules 
we propose form a deduction system allowing us to prove statements about DAL 
programs. 
Our deductive system for dynamic logic is a hybrid calculus, with statements 
characterizing variable states, plus two kinds of correctness statements, which we call 
universal and ezUtential correctness statements. Thus, the system has three kinds 
of statements: (i) formulae of a language of first order predicate logic with the same 
sets of \Viables and predicate letters as the DAL language under consideration, 
and extended with the same set of generalized quantifiers (call this language L), (ii) 
triples of the form {'P} 11" {t/J}, where 'P, t/J are L-formulae, and 11" is a DAL-program, 
and (iii) triples of the form ('P) 11" (t/J) , where again 'P, t/J are L-formulae, and 11" is a 
DAL-program. 
The statements of the form 'P are used for making assertions about variable 
states A for L with respect to models M for L.  Because the DAL language and 
the assertion language L have the same set of variables, \Viable statea for the DAL 
language are variable states for L. The relation M F 'P[A] , for state A verifies 'P in 
M, is defined in the standard way. 
The statements of the form {'P} 11" {t/J} are universal correctness statements. In 
the terminology of Hoare's logic, they express partial correctness. The statement 
{'P} 11" {t/J} expresses that all variable Itates A (for an arbitrary model M) IUch that 
M 1= 'P[A] have the property that if some variable state B is an output state of 11" 
for input state A, then M 1= t/J[B] .  
The statements of the form ('P) 11" (t/J) are eziatential correctness statements. In 
terms of Hoare's logic, they represent the bits one has to add to partial correctness 
statements to ensure total correctness . The statement ('P) 11" (t/J) expresses that for 
all input variable states A (for an arbitrary model M) such that M F 'P[A] there 
is some variable state B satisfying M 1= t/J[B] in the set of output states of 11" .  
Because our intuitions about static meaning seem to be much better developed 
than our intuitions about dynamic meaning, we can, for a large class of natural 
language sentences, check whether the intuitive meaning of a sentence S corresponds 
to the meaning of its DAL translation 11" in the following precise sense. Does the 
intuitive meaning of S precisely describe the set of statea for which 11" terminates 
succeaafully? In terms of Hoare's logic, we can describe this set of states by the 
weakest existential precondition of 11" with respect to T. What we are looking for is 
the weakest 'P for which the statement ('P) 11" (T) is still true. The 'P we are looking 
for has to satisfy the additional condition that it does not contain free occurrences 
of the assignment variables of 11" (the variables for which 11" may have changed the 
'9a1ues between input and output state; the full paper makes this precise) ;  'P gives 
the static meaning of the program 11" • 
. .,... 
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Our calculus allows us to find weakest preconditions, as follows. Start with the 
conclusion (1) 11" (T) , and apply the rules of the calculus to work backwards, thus 
decomposing 11". This will eventually produce a formula I(J to fill the ? slot . In the full 
paper we prove that I(J does indeed express the weakest precondition for existential 
correctness of 11" relative to T. 
It may seem that our intention to use the calculus to get from. dynamic to static 
meaning will allow us to get by with just existential correctness statements. To see 
that this is not so, note that such statements do not allow us to express failure of a 
program for a given sets of input states. The statement (I(J) 11" (.1) does not express 
failure of 11" on input states satisfying I(J. Rather, it expresses the fact that for all 
inputs satisfying I(J the program 11" is guaranteed to produce an output satisfying .1, 
a statement which is absurd for all non-contradictory I(J. Failure of a DAL program 
11" on the set of inputs specified by I(J, is readily expressed in terms of universal 
correctness, namely by {I(J} 11" {.1} . 
It is clear that in order to treat negation of programs and dynamic implication 
between programs, both universal and existential correctness statements are needed 
in the calculus. Here are the axioms and rules of the deduction system for DAL. 
Teat Axioms 
{T} .1 {.1}. 
(.1) .1 (.1) .  
{R(t1 · ·  .t,.) -+ I(J} R(t1 · ·  . t,.) {I(J}. 
(R(tl · ·  · t  .. ) A I(J) R(t1 · ·  . t,.) (I(J) . 
{t1 = t2 -+ I(J} tl = t2 {I(J} . 
(tl = t2 A I(J) t1 = t2 (I(J) . 
For purposes of reasonjng with the system one needs an oracle rule for the class 1C 
of models that one is interested in (for natural 1anguage applications such a class 
will generally be given by specifying a set of meaning postulates that all members 
of 1C should satisfy). 
1C Oracle Rule 
Every assertion valid in 1C is an axiom. 
The well-known consequence rule holds for universal and existential correctness. 
COlUlequence Rules 
I(J -+ t/I {t/I} 11" {;d 
Next, one needs to provide rules for complex programs. 
Rolea of Composition 
{I(J} 11"1 {t/I} {t/I} 11"2 {x} 
{I(J} (11"1 ; 11"2) {x}. 
(I(J) 11"1 (t/I) (t/I) 11"2 (X) 
(I(J) (11"1 ; 11"2) (X) · 
.a 
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Rules of Negation 
{II'} 11" {.l.} 
(II' A .p) "'11" (.p) . 
Rules of hnplication 
{II'} 11"1 {.p} (.p) 11"2 (T) .  
{II'  A X}  (11"1 � 11"2) (X) ·  
Rules of '1 Assignment 
{II'} 11" {f/J} 
(II') 11" (T) 
(II') 11"1 (.p) {f/J} 11"2 {.l.}. 
{II' V X} (11"1 � 11"2) {x}. 
(3zrp) '1Z : 11" (.p). 
In the rules of £ assignment it is convenient to use 3!zrp as an abbreviation for 
3zVy([y / z lrp .... y = z) ,  where y is a variable which is free for z in 11'. 
Rules of £ Assignment 
(II') 11" (.p) {..,rp} 11" {.l.} 
(3!zrp) £z : 11" (.p) . 
(II') 11" (T) {..,rp} 11" {.l.} {.p} 11" {x} 
{Vz(Vy( [y/z]rp .... y = z) -+ .p)} £z : 11" {x}. 
Note that in the static description logic the '1 and £ operators from the dynamic 
assignment logic are contextually eliminated. 
Rules of Quantification: Weak Readings 
{II'} 11"1 (T) {..,rp} 11"1 {.l.}  (.p) 11"1 ; 11"2 (T) {..,.p} 11"1 ; 11"2 {.l.} 
(Qz(rp, .p) A X} Q"'Z(1I"1 , 1I"Z) (X) · 
{..,rp} 11"1 {.l.} (II') 11"1 (T) {..,.p} 11"1 ; 1I"z {.l.} (.p) 11"1 ; 11"2 (T) 
{Qz(rp, .p) -+ X} Q"'z(1I"1 > 11"2) {x}. 
Rules of Quantification: Strong Readings 
(II') 11"1 (T) {..,rp} 11"1 {.l.}  (.p) 11"1 � 11"2 (T) {..,.p} 11"1 � 11"2 {.l.} 
(Qz(rp, .p) A X) Q"Z(1I"1 , 1I"Z) (X) . 
{..,rp} 11"1 {.l.} (II') 11"1 (T) {..,.p} 11"1 � 11"2 {.l.} (.p) 11"1 � 11"2 {T} 
{Qz(rp, .p) -+ X} Q·z(1I"t . 1I"Z ) {x}. 
If we know Q to be !MON, tMON, MON! or MONt, then in the rules of quantifi­
cation the first, second, third or fourth premiss, respectively, can be omitted. 
7 Soundness of the Calculus 
The above axioms and rules engender a notion of .t-derivation, as follows. A .t­
derivation is a finite sequence of correctness formulae F1 , • • •  , Fn such that for every 
T _. 
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i, 1 S i S  n, F. is a test axiom or a an axiom according to the IC oracle rule, or 
F. is the conclusion of an instance of one of the inference rules while the premisses 
of that rule occur among F1 ,  • • •  , Fi-l . A IC-derivation F1 , • • •  , Fn is said to be a 
IC-derivation of Fn .  F is called IC-deritHJble in the proof system if there is a IC­
derivation of F. Notation: IC r F. In the next section, the soundness of this proof 
system relative to IC will be proved. 
An inference from premisses F1 , • • • , Fn to conclusion F is called IC-valid if IC 
validity of the premisses implies IC validity of the conclusion. We will now show 
that the proof system given in the previous section is correct relative to IC, i .e. for 
every correctness statement F: 
IC r F implies IC 1= F. 
To prove this, we first show that the axioms are IC-valid, and next that the inference 
rules preserve IC-validity. The soundness result then follows by induction on the 
length of derivations. 
Theorem 2 (Soundneaa) If IC r F then IC 1= F. 
Proof: Omitted. • 
8 Completeness of the Calculus 
Suppose we establish IC r (II') rl :::} r2 (II') for some II' with IC 1= 11'. Then it follows 
by the lOundness ofthe calculus that IC 1= (II') rl :::} r2 (11') , and by the IC validity of 
II' that M 1= rt !Aj implies M 1= r2 IA] , for all M E IC and all states A for M defined 
for 11'. In other words, the proof system can be considered as an axiomatisation of 
the notion of dynamic consequence, relative to classes of models IC. To see that the 
proof system is powerful enough we also have to establish its completeness relative 
to IC. For this we need the concepts of the weakest UDiversa1 precondition and the 
weakest existential precondition of a DAL program and a formula of the assertion 
language. 
The weakest UDiversal precondition of a DAL program r and an L formula .p is 
the L formula II' for which the following holds: M 1= IPIA] ift' for all B E (r]..w(A), 
it holds that M 1= .pIBj (for arbitrary M). The weakest existential precondition of 
a DAL program r and an L formula .p is the L formula II' for which the followiDg 
holds: M 1= IPIA] ift' there is a B E (r]..w(A) with M 1= .pIB] (for arbitrary M). 
Note that it follows immediately &om these definitions that the weakest universal 
precondition of a program r and an L formula .p equals the negation of the weakut 
existential precondition of r and .,.p. This is because for all B E (r]..w(A) it holds 
that M 1= .pIBj is equivalent to: there is no B E (r]..w(A) for which M 1= .,.pIBj.  
This equivalence means that either of the two notions would su1Iice for what follows. 
For practical purposes, however, it is convenient to use both weakest UDiversal and 
weakest existential preconditions, 10 we will define functions for both. 
.a. a. 
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It is not obvious at first sight that the weakest universal and existential precon­
dition of a DAL program and an L formula always exist (as formulas of L), so we 
have to show that this is indeed the case . In the full paper, we inductively define 
functions wup( 11' , .p) and wep( 11' , .p) of which we then show that they express the 
weakest universal precondition, respectively the weakest existential precondition of 
11' and .p. The proof of this uses a case by case check; the cases of atomic programs 
are checked directly, and induction is used to check the cases of complex programs. 
Thus we arrive at the following lemma. 
Lemma 3 (wep/wup adequacy) For all M E IC, all lJt4teB A for M, all .p E L, 
ond all 11' E DAL: 
M F wup(1I', .p)[A] iff it holds for all B E  [1I']M(A) thot M F .p[B] . 
M F wep(1I', .p)[A] iff there is 0 B E [1I'JM(A) fI1ith M F .p[B] . 
Proof: Omitted. 
Next, in the full paper, we prove the following result. 
Lemma 4 (wep/wup derivability) For all 11' E DAL ond for all .p E L, 
IC I- (wep(1I', .p» 11' (1/1) ond lC I- {wup(1I', .p)} 11' {.p}. 
Proof: Omitted. 
• 
• 
The rest of the proof of the completeness result is now very easy. We want to show 
that IC F F implies IC I- F. In case F equals rp for some rp E L, IC F rp implies 
IC I- rp by the IC oracle rule. For the case where F equals (rp) 11' (.p) the reasoning is 
as follows. Assume (41) .  
(41 ) IC F (rp) 11' (.p) . 
By the wep adequacy lemma U follows from (41) that (42) .  
(42) · IC F rp - wep(1I', .p) . 
:&om this, by the IC oracle rule, (43). 
(43) IC I- rp - wep(1I', .p). 
:&om the wep/wup derivability lemma we have (44). 
(44) IC I- (wep(1I', 1/I») 11' (.p) . 
From (43) and (44) by an application of the existential consequence rule, (45). 
(45) IC I- (rp) 11' (.p) . 
By similar reasoning we derive from (46) that (47) . 
(46) IC F {rp} 11' {.p}. 
(47) IC I- {rp} 1I' {.p} . 
This completes the proof of the final result: 
-- r -r- r r' a . it.. _ .... . _ .l.. . A. .  .a. .a 
Theorem 5 (Completeness) If 1C 1== F then 1C I- F. 
9 Use of the Calculus 
The calculus allows us to derive the static meanings of DAL programs. As an 
example, we calculate the static meaning of the conditional donkey example in (5) . 
We want to find the weakest precondition I(J such that (48). 
(48) (I(J) ('1z : Gz; 'IY :  By; Hzy) =? Tzy (T) .  
According to the rule for implication, we are done if we can find the weakest tP such 
that (tP) Tzy (T) and then calculate the weakest I(J such that (49) . 
. (49) {cp} '1Z : Gz; 'IY :  By; Hzy {tP}· 
It follows from one of the test axioms plus the existential consequence rule that tP 
equals Tzy. Thus, we are done if we can find the weakest I(J such that (50). 
(50) {cp} '1Z : Gz; 'IY : By; Hzy {Tzy}. 
Two applications of the universal rule for composition and two applications of the 
universal rule for 'I assignment give the end result. 
(51) {Vz(Gz - Vy(By - (Hzy - Tzy»)} '1z : Gz; 'IY : By; Hzy {Tzy} .  
As we have not used the consequence rules for presupposition strengthening, we 
have indeed calculated the weakest precondition. From the fact that the procedure 
calculates the weakest precondition under which (5) can succeed it follows that 
Vz(Gz - Vy(By - (Hzy _ Tzy))) is the static meaning of this program. 
Next, we derive the static meaning of (3) (under its weak reading), the translation 
of which is repeated again for convenience. 
(52) Ql',vt(Gvt ; '1V2 :  Bv,; HvtV2, Tvtv,). 
We want to find the weakest precondition cp for which (53). 
(53) (cp) Ql',vt (Gvt; '1112 : Bv, ; HV1t12 , TvtV2)  (T).  
In view of the first quantifier rule, we know that I(J equals Qr,1I1(tP, X),  where tP and 
X are given by (54) , (55) , (56), and (57). 
(54) (tP) Gvt ; '1V2 : BV2 ; Hvtv, (T). 
(55) {..,tP} Gvt; 'Iv, : Bv, ;  Hvtv, {.l} .  
(56) (X) Gvt ; flV2 : Bv,;  Hvtv,; Tvtv2 (T) 
(57) {..,X} Gvt; '1V2 :  Bv,; HV1V, ; Tvtv, {.l}. 
Note that (55) and (57) are only there to guarantee that tP and X are tDeGke6t 
existential preconditions of the given programs with respect to T. The quantifier 
r ?' I .,.,. a. -"._ _ &..  _ .1. _._ . .  ..i.
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rule says that the rule in this case would still hold if we omit (57) (by virtue of 
the fact that QM is MONt) ,  but of course then there is no guarantee anymore that 
QMV1 (t/J, X) expresses the weakest existential precondition of (52) with respect to 
T. However, if we take care not to use the consequence rules we calculate weakest 
preconditions anyway, so then we can omit (55) and (57) and still arrive at the 
weakest existential precondition of (52) with respect to T. 
Application of the rules for ", assignment and composition give the following 
value for t/J: 
(58) G1I1 A 3V2 (Bv2 A H1I1112). 
(59) G1I1 A 3112(B1I2 A H1I1112 A T1I1112 ) . 
Thus, we arrive at the following static meaning for (52): 
(60) QM1I1 (Gvl A 3112(B1I2 A H1I1V2) , Gvl A 3112(Bv, A H1I1112 A TV1V,) ) .  
One final remark on the fact that our calculus is geared to finding preconditions, 
given a program and an output condition. We hope to have demonstrated the 
usefulness of this in the above examples. However, one might also be interested 
in calculating post conditions (which of course is possible with the calculus).  It is 
straightforward to check the following. For a program 11" which is a test , calculating 
the weakest existential precondition of 11" with respect to T is equivalent to calculat­
ing the strongest universal postcondition of 11" with respect to T. For programs which 
are not tests, this equivalence breaks down, but in such cases there is a di1ferent 
reason for being interested in postconditions. The strongest universal postcondition 
with respect to T of a program 11" which is not a test will have free occurrences of 
precisely those variables that are available for external dynamic binding in programs 
11"' following 11" • 
10 Conclusion 
In this paper we have demonstrated the potential of the use of tools from pro­
gramming language semantics for the semantics of natural language. While ", and 
£ assignment can in principle be decomposed in random assignment with subse­
quent testing, we have two reasons for preferring the treatment we gave. In the first 
place, extending the treatment of definite descriptions with an account of their pre­
suppositions (which is an obvious next move in the framework we have presented) 
would make a decomposition of £ assignment impossible or at least very impractical. 
Secondly, and more importantly, £ and ", assignments are to be preferred over a 
decomposition in terms of random assignment plus subsequent testing because the 
introduction of an individual by a definite or an indefinite noun phrase gets an exact 
counterpart in the dynamic translation language. In other words, the real merit of 
£ and ", assignments is that they allow faithfulness to linguistic form. 
.... a. .... 
Instead of the universal and existential Hoare-style correctness statements that 
we employed we might have used the toolkit of dynamic logic (d. [9] ) .  Replacing 
{IP} 11" {t/I} by IP -+ [1I")t/I and (IP) 11" (t/I) by IP -+ (1I"}t/I is all there is to such a 
change. Still, we prefer our notation, for several reasons. In the first place, it is 
less cluttered than the dynamic logic notation. Next, the full expressive power of 
dynamic logic is not needed for our purposes, so it seems wiser to choose a tool that 
fits the requirements more precisely. Finally, the static {IP} and (IP) statements can 
be used as comments to annotate DAL programs, thus providing proof outlines for 
deriving the static meanings of programs. 
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